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1-Clinical Guidelines

National Guidelines Clearinghouse
American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Guidelines Joint Counsel on Allergy, Asthma, and Immunology
Guidelines (Asthma)
American Diabetes Association (ADA) Guidelines
Practice Guidelines from Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA)
HIV/AIDS Treatment Information Service Guidelines (HIV/AIDS)
JNC 7 Guidelines (Hypertension)
ATP III (Dyslipidemia)
American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) Guidelines
Sixth ACCP Consensus Conference on Antithrombotic Therapy
Medical Algorithms Project

2-Clinical Trials

AIDS Clinical Trials Information Service (ACTIS)
Cancer Clinical Trials
CenterWatch (Clinical Trials Listing Service)
ClinicalTrials.gov
Internet Stroke Center at Washington University in St. Louis: Stroke Trials Directory

3-General Drug Information

Clinical Pharmacology Online (registration required)
Medscape
Orange Book
RxList
National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM)
The Natural Pharmacist
Pharmacist.com
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of American (PhRMA)
Pharmaceutical Industry Information

4-Patient Drug Information

Doctor's Guide (Free registration required)
American Academy of Family Physicians
Consumer Labs
Medline plus
OncoLink
5-Government Agencies

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
Nationals Institutes of Health (NIH)
United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
Healthfinder

6-Internet Search Engines

Google
AltaVista
HotBot
Lycos
Yahoo
Excite

7-O rganizations

American College of Clinical Pharmacy (ACCP)
American Medical Association (AMA)
American Medical Writers Association (AMWA)
American Pharmaceutical Association (APhA)
American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP)
Directory of Health Organizations (DIRLINE)
National Association of Boards of Pharmacy (NABP)
Board of Pharmaceutical Specialties
American Board of Medical Specialties
American Boar of Nursing Specialties
Michigan Pharmacists Association
Academy of Managed Care Pharmacists (AMCP)
Federation of State Medical Boards
Michigan Board of Pharmacy
Michigan Board of Medicine
Michigan Board of Nursing
Cochrane Collaboration
U. S. Cochrane Center
American Cancer Society
American Diabetes Association
National Cancer Institute
National Stroke Association
American Heart Association
Institute for Safe Medication Practices (ISMP)
American Society of Clinical Oncology
8-Statistics

StatSoft
HyperStat Online
MedCalc 3000
SticiGui
MedCalc
Cornell University Office of Statistical Counseling
Stats
Internet Glossary of Statistical Terms
Concepts and Applications of Inferential Statistics

9- Dictionaries & Encyclopedias

- The On-line Medical Dictionary
- Medical Dictionary - by Dorland's Illustrated
- Glossary of Genetic Terms
- The Concise Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia

10- Clinical Calculators & On-line ECG

- Online Clinical Calculator
- Online Medical Tools & Clinical Calculator - new!!!
- Scientific Calculator
- Cardiac Output Calculator
- Creatinine clearance Calculator
- OnLine Oncology Dosage Calculation Software
- 12-lead ECG library
11- e-Books

- Text Book of Internal Medicine
- Emergency Medicine An on-line medical reference
- GPnotebook - A dynamic, evolving Clinical Reference Resource
- The Merck Manual of Diagnosis and Therapy - Seventeenth Edition
- The Merck Manual of Geriatrics
- The Merck Manual of Medical Information - Home Edition
- Text Book of Emergency Medicine Guidelines
- Family Practice Handbook
- ECG Library
- Text Book of Diet and Health
- First Principles of Gastroenterology
- Text Book of Pediatric
- Pediatric Cardiology - On Line
- OnLine Pediatric Surgery Handbook
- Text Book of Neurology
- Text Book of Radiology
- Text Book of Surgery
- Text Book of Cardiac Surgery
- Textbook of Orthopaedic Surgery
- Wheeless' Textbook of Orthopaedics
- Text book of Hand And Upper Extremity
- Textbook of Plastic Surgery
- Text book of Sports Medicine
- Text book of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
- The Virtual Anaesthetic Textbook
- Practical ENT For Primary Care Physicians
- Ambulatory Healthcare Pathways for Ear, Nose, and Throat Disorders
- Otolaryngology and Facial Plastic Surgery
- Text Book of Ophthalmology
- Eye Diseases and Disorders
- Operational Obstetrics & Gynecology
- The visible Embryo
- Textbook of Kidney Diseases
- WHO Guide to Mental Health in Primary Care
- Cancer Medicine
- Statistics Textbook
- Textbook of Epidemiology
- Textbook of PROBABILITY
- Medical Management of HIV Infection by John G. Bartlett, MD
- SARS Reference
- Textbook of Dermatology - 1
- Textbook of Dermatology - 2
- Asthma Management Handbook
- Consumer Treatment Guideline
- British National Formulary
Microbiology, Virology, Immunology, Bacteriology, Parasitology, Mycology Online  
Textbook in Medical Physiology And Pathophysiology  
The book of Medical Antiques  
Aphorisms By Hippocrates

12- Best Medical Links

INTERNAL MEDICINE
- Medscape - On Line Resource For Better Patient Care
- Daily Top Internal Medicine Articles
- OMNI - The gateway to high quality biomedical Internet resources
- ClinWeb - an index and table of contents to clinical information
- Virtual Hospital Home Page - Updated Digital Medical Library
- Medical case presentations and teaching files from various resources
- Doctor's Guide - Medical News and Update
- CDC - Centers For Disease Control And Prevention
- FDA News and Publications

PEDIATRICS
- AAP Policy Statements Issued Through August 1998
- Pediatric Disease
- Pediatric Infectious Diseases and Immunization
- PedsCCM Evidence-Based Journal Club - Reviews of pediatric critical care
- Sudden Infant Death Syndrome - Information Web Site

ORTHOPEDICS
- Orthopedic Medicine
- Orthopedic Internet and Medline Search
- Introduction to the Orthopaedic Examination
- Wheeless' Textbook of Orthopaedics - The full textbook on line
- Low Back Pain Information
- Fibromyalgia Information
- Foot Health
- Interactive Knee Anatomy
- Osteoporosis: Time to Bone Up! Slide Set
- Trigger Finger
- Dupuytren's Contracture

ONCOLOGY
- Oncology dosage Calculation Software
- Oncolink - Cancer on line
- CancerlineUK
- Guide to Internet Resources for Cancer
- BioOncology Online
- Breast Cancer
E.N.T
• Pneumatic Otoscopy
• Tinnitus

PSYCHIATRY
• ICD10 Codes
• Psychiatry - Listing of Articles by Topic
• Evidence-Based Mental Healthcare
• Psychiatric.Com - Updated information in psychiatry.
• Free Encyclopedia of Mental Health Information
• A Systematic Guide for the Management of Depression in Primary Care

NEUROLOGY
• A guide Research on the Causes, Prevention, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
• The Internet Stroke Center

SLEEP MEDICINE
• Sleep Medicine Home Page
• To Sleep or Not to Sleep: Here Are Your Questions
• Sleep disorders A four-article symposium

BREAST CANCER ON LINE
• Breast Cancer - Update and Evidence-Based Analysis
• Breast Cancer Online - Free Registration

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE ON LINE
• The Office of Alternative Medicine- to facilitate the evaluation of alternative medical treatment modalities
• Trends in alternative medicine use in the United States, 1990-1997

NURSING
• Nursing Center
INTERNAL & FAMILY MEDICINE

- The Lancet - Free Registration is Needed ***** P
- New England Journal of Medicine On-line ***** (Full Text Six Months after Publication) F
- BMJ - Hallelujah, It is full text***** F
- Collections of BMJ articles by specialty and topic***** F
- The Journal of Evidence Base Medicine - Editors' Choices ***** F
- ACP Journal Club***** A
- Journal Club on the WEB *****F
- The Journal of Clinical Outcomes Management***** (acrobat reader) F
- Jama Web***** P
- Archives of Internal Medicine***** P
- Archives of Family Medicine***** P
- American Family Physician journal ***** F
- Annals of Family Medicine***** F
- British Journal of General Practice ***** A
- BMC Family Practice ***** F
- The Journal of the American Board of Family Practice ***** F
- The Journal of Family Practice ***** F
- Hospital Practice Journal ***** F
- The Journal of Postgraduate Medicine ***** F
- Postgraduate Medicine Journal ***** F
- The Journal of Clinical Outcomes Management*****(acrobat reader)

CARDIOLOGY

- JACC House and another 12 leading Cardiology Journals ***** - Registration is Needed P
- Current Controlled Trials in Cardiovascular Medicine**** F
- Texas Heart Institute Journal **** F
- Cardiology today**** (free registration) F
- Cardiothoracic Digest - Commentaries from the world literature **** F
Circulation**** A
Heart **** A
American Heart Journal**** P

PEDIATRIC
- Pediatrics - The Journal of the American Pediatrics Academy **** P
- BMC Pediatrics ***** F
- Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine***** P
- The Completely Different Pediatric Emergency Medicine Journal****** F
- European Journal of Pediatrics**** A
- PedsCCM Evidence-Based Journal Club - Reviews of pediatric critical care****** F
- Infectious Disease In Children **** F
- The Pediatric Infectious Disease Journal **** A

MEDICAL INFORMATICS
- Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association ***** A

MEDICAL EDUCATION
- Family Medicine Journals ***** F
- Academic Medicine ***** A
- Medical Humanities ***** F
- The Bulletin of the Medical Library Association ***** F

UROLOGY
- Urology Times **** F
- Journal of Adult and Pediatric Urology ***** F

SURGERY & ORTHOPEDIC
- Journal of the American College of Surgeons**** A
- Canadian Journal of Surgery **** P
- Neurosurgical focus***** F
- American Journal of Orthopedic **** A
- Journal of the Arthroscopic and related Surgery ***** A
- University of Pensilvania Orthopedic Journal ***** F

ANESTHESIOLOGY & CRITICAL CARE
- Anesthesiology **** P
- Critical Care**** F
- Canadian Journal of Emergency Medicine**** F

ONCOLOGY
- Breast Cancer Research ***** F
- A Cancer Journal for Clinicians ***** F
- Journal of Clinical Oncology**** A

DERMATOLOGY & RHEUMATOLOGY
- Dermatology Online Journal**** F
- BMC Dermatology ***** F
- Skin Therapy Letter ***** F
- Archive of Dermatology**** P
• Journal of Cutaneous Medicine and Surgery **** A
• Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology **** A
• The British Journal of Rheumatology Online**** A
• Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases**** A

PSYCHIATRY
• Annals of General Hospital Psychiatry **** F
• The American Journal of Psychiatry **** A
• The Archives of General Psychiatry **** P
• The British Journal Of Psychiatry ***** A
• Psychiatric Bulletin ***** A
• Canadian Journal of Psychiatry and Neuroscience***** F
• Psychiatric Times****** F
• Evidence-Based Mental Health Journal **** P
• Psychiatry On Line*** F

NEUROLOGY
• Archives of Neurology****** P
• BMC Neurology ***** F
• BMC Neuroscience ***** F
• Acta Neuropathologica**** A
• The Journal of Neurophysiology **** A

GYNECOLOGY
• American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology**** A
• Bandolier's - Women's health ***** F
• Contemporary OB/GYN ***** F
• Human Reproduction ***** A
• Journal of Paediatrics, Obstetric & Gynaecology ***** (acrobat reader) F

GASTROENTEROLOGY
• Gut***** A
• Gastroenterology - by the American Gastroenterological Association **** P

HEMATOLOGY
• Blood- Journal of the American Society of Hematology **** A
• Blood and Marrow Transplantation Reviews ***** F
• Biology of Blood and Marrow Transplantation ***** F
• Thrombosis Journal ***** F
• Laboratory Hematology ***** F

OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY
• BMC Ear, Nose and Throat Disorders ***** F
• Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery **** P
• Head & Neck ***** A
• Archives of Otorhinolaryngology ***** P
• Ear, Nose and Throat Journal (free registration is needed) **** A
• Journal of Oto - Rhino - Laryngology **** A
RADIOLOGY
• Diagnostic Imaging**** F
• Radiographics Archives Electronic Journal**** F
• Ultrasound Review - Directions in Medical Imaging**** F

MISCELLANEOUS
• Diabetes Care *** A
• Journal Of Applied Physiology **** A
• Science Online *** T
• Evidence-Based Nursing ***** F
• Alternative Medicine Review ***** F

Disclaimer:
This website links to other resources on the internet. We are not responsible for the maintenance of those sites, and therefore, cannot be responsible for the information found on those sites. If you encounter any difficulties or misinformation on these linked sites, please refer your comments to the individual sites.
A medical guideline (also called a clinical guideline, standard treatment guideline, or clinical practice line) is a document with the aim of guiding decisions and criteria regarding diagnosis, management, and treatment in specific areas of healthcare. Such documents have been in use for thousands of years during the entire history of medicine. However, in contrast to previous approaches, which were often based on tradition or authority, modern medical guidelines are based on an examination of current